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Gender in the Mirror Diana Tietjens Meyers 2002-02-21 Harmful,
culturally prevalent imagery of feminine sexuality, beauty, and
motherhood constrains women's self-determination. Gender in the Mirror
proposes alternative imagery of feminine sexuality, beauty, and
motherhood and advances an account of feminist discursive politics that
takes on the challenge of neutralizing patriarchal imagery.
The Power That Preserves Stephen R. Donaldson 1997-06-01 Twice
before, Thomas Covenant had been summoned to the Land, the strange
other-world where magic worked.
Seventh Decimate Stephen R. Donaldson 2017-11-14 The acclaimed
author of the Thomas Covenant Chronicles launches a powerful new
trilogy about a prince’s desperate quest for a sorcerous library to save his
people. Fire. Wind. Pestilence. Earthquake. Drought. Lightning. These are
the six Decimates, wielded by sorcerers for both good and evil. But a
seventh Decimate exists—the most devastating one of all... For centuries,
the realms of Belleger and Amika have been at war, with sorcerers from
both sides harnessing the Decimates to rain blood and pain upon their
enemy. But somehow, in some way, the Amikans have discovered and
invoked a seventh Decimate, one that strips all lesser sorcery of its
power. And now the Bellegerins stand defenseless. Prince Bifalt, eldest
son of the Bellegerin King, would like to see the world wiped free of
sorcerers. But it is he who is charged with ﬁnding the repository of all of
their knowledge, to locate the book of the seventh Decimate—and reverse
the fate of his land. All hope rests with Prince Bifalt. But the legendary
library, which may or may not exist, lies beyond an unforgiving desert and
treacherous mountains—and beyond the borders of his own experience.
Wracked by hunger and fatigue, sacriﬁcing loyal men along the way,
Prince Bifalt will discover that there is a game being played by those far
more powerful than he could ever imagine. And that he is nothing but a
pawn...
The Illearth War Stephen R. Donaldson 1978 Returning to the Land,
after forty years of its time, Thomas Covenant ﬁnds the powers of evil,
under Lord Foul the Despiser, fully unleashed and assumes the
responsibility of ﬁnding a way to defeat Lord Foul. Reissue.
The King's Justice Stephen R. Donaldson 2016-09-06 A cause for
celebration among Stephen R. Donaldson's many fans: two original
novellas--his ﬁrst publication since ﬁnishing the Thomas Covenant series.
In "The King's Justice," a stranger dressed in black arrives in the village of
Settle's Crossways, following the scent of a terrible crime. He even calls
himself Black, though almost certainly that is not his name. The people of
the village discover that they have a surprising urge to cooperate with
this stranger, though the desire of inhabitants of quiet villages to
cooperate with strangers is not common in their land, or most lands. But
this gift will not save him as he discovers the nature of the evil concealed
in Settle's Crossways. The "Augur's Gambit" is a daring plan created by
Mayhew Gordian, Hieronomer to the Queen of Indemnie, a plan to save
his Queen and his country. Gordian is a reader of entrails. In the bodies of
chickens, lambs, piglets, and one stillborn infant he sees the same
message: the island nation of Indemnie is doomed. But even in the face of
certain destruction a man may ﬁght, and the Hieronomer is utterly loyal
to his beautiful Queen--and to her only daughter. The "Augur's Gambit" is
his mad attempt to save a kingdom.
The Last Dark Stephen R. Donaldson 2013-10-15 The Climax of the Entire
Thomas Covenant Chronicles After more than three decades, having
attained bestseller status all over the world, The Chronicles of Thomas
Covenant reaches its conclusion. This is a truly historic moment in
fantasy, as Stephen R. Donaldson’s innumerable fans learn the ﬁnal fate
of the Land. The Worm of the World’s End is roused, seeking the ruin of all
things.... Compelled step-by-step to actions whose consequences they
could neither foresee nor prevent, Thomas Covenant and Linden Avery
have fought for what they love in the magical reality known only as “the
Land.” Now they face their ﬁnal crisis. Reunited after their separate
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struggles, they discover in each other their true power—and yet they
cannot imagine how to stop the Worm of the World’s End from unmaking
Time. Nevertheless, they must resist the ruin of all things, giving their last
strength in the service of the world’s continuance. You risk much, as you
have ever done. Mayhap you will prevail. If you do not, your worth is not
thereby diminished.
The War Within Stephen R. Donaldson 2019 Stephen R. Donaldson, the
New York Times bestselling author of The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant,
returns to the world of his Great God's War fantasy epic as two kingdoms-united by force--prepare to be challenged by a merciless enemy... It has
been twenty years since Prince Bifalt of Belleger discovered the Last
Repository and the sorcerous knowledge hidden there. At the behest of
the repository's magisters, and in return for the restoration of sorcery to
both kingdoms, the realms of Belleger and Amika ceased generations of
war. Their alliance was sealed with the marriage of Bifalt to Estie, the
crown princess of Amika. But the peace--and their marriage--has been
uneasy. Now the terrible war that King Bifalt and Queen Estie feared is
coming. An ancient enemy has discovered the location of the Last
Repository, and a mighty horde of dark forces is massing to attack the
library and take the magical knowledge it guards. That horde will
slaughter every man, woman, and child in its path, destroying both
Belleger and Amika along the way. With their alliance undermined by
lingering hostility and conspiracies threatening, it will take all of the
monarchs' strength and will to inspire their kingdoms to become one to
defend their land, or all is lost....
Daughter of Regals & Other Tales Stephen R. Donaldson 2012-12-31
Collects eight of the author's fantasy tales, including "The Lady in White,"
"Animal Lover," and "The Conqueror Worm."
Mordant's Need Stephen Donaldson 2011-06-16 A compelling, unusual
fantasy by one of the world's best-selling fantasy writers A lonely young
woman feels isolated from the world: she uses mirrors to reassure herself
that she is still alive - and then they change her life when, one night, a
young man appears through the mirror and persuades her to come with
him to his own land, where mirrors are magical gateways to other places.
This strange new land is in conﬂict, for war has been foretold, but the king
appears completely uninterested in the fate of the world. It is left to the
Imagers, masters of mirrors, try to decide the fate of the realm.
Donaldson's ﬁrm control of the plot and his terriﬁc characterisation make
THE MIRROR OF HER DREAMS and the sequel, A MAN RIDES THROUGH, a
story of great intrigue and psychological intricacy, ﬁlled with sexual
tension, lust and love, as well as magic, battles and excitement. THE
MIRROR OF HER DREAMS is a compelling read: a book that should be on
every fantasy fan's shelf.
Power That Preserves Stephen R. Donaldson 2012-05-16 “A trilogy of
remarkable scope and sophistication.”—Los Angeles Times Twice before
Thomas Covenant had been summoned to the strange otherworld where
magic worked. Twice before he had been forced to join with the Lords of
Revelstone in their war against Lord Foul, the ancient enemy of the Land.
Now he was back—to a Land ravaged by the armies of Lord Foul. The
Lords were besieged and helpless. No place was safe, and Foul's victory
seemed certain. Only Covenant could avert it. Desperately and without
hope, he set out to confront the might of the Enemy. Along with him
traveled a Giant, a Bloodguard, and the madwoman he had wronged. And
in Foul's Creche, Lord Foul grew in power with each new defeat for the
Land. . . .
Reave the Just & Other Tales Stephen R. Donaldson 2014 The New York
Times bestselling author of The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant presents
a collection of stories and novellas spanning fourteen years, including
dark fables and lush fairy tales, featuring legendary heroes, lowly
beggars, and immortal beings.
Dragonquest Anne McCaﬀrey 2002-02-26 Volume II of The Dragonriders
of Pern®, the legendary series by award-winning author Anne McCaﬀrey
Since Lessa and Ramoth, her golden queen dragon, traveled into the past
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to bring forward a small army of dragons and riders to save their world
from deadly alien spores, fear and desperation have spread across the
land. But while the dragonriders struggle with threats both otherworldly
and human, a young rider named F’nor and his brown dragon, Canth,
hatch a bold plan to destroy the alien scourge at its source—the baleful
red star that ﬁlls the heavens and promises doom to all.
Dream Chaser Sherrilyn Kenyon 2008-02-05 Simone Dubois, a medical
examiner with the unique power to read the minds of the wrongfully dead,
is surprised to ﬁnd herself helping Dream-Hunter Xypher, who has one
month as a human to redeem himself or face eternal damnation.
The Last Dark Stephen R. Donaldson 2013 Having pursued separate
goals in support of loved ones in the magical reality known only as "The
Land," Thomas Covenant and Linden Avery reunite and discover their true
power in each other before considering a magical sacriﬁce to stop the
Worm of the World's End.
The Mirror of Her Dreams Stephen R. Donaldson 2013-09-04 With The
Chronicles of Thomas Covenant, Stephen R. Donaldson changed the face
of fantasy ﬁction forever. In The Mirror of Her Dreams, the astonishing
ﬁrst novel in the two-volume Mordant’s Need series, Donaldson shows us
a world of wondrous beauty and seductive illusion, where mirrors hold the
deadliest of magics and nothing is what it seems. . . . The daughter of rich
but neglectful parents, Terisa Morgan lives alone in a New York City
apartment, a young woman who has grown to doubt her own existence.
Surrounded by the ﬂat reassurance of mirrors, she leads an unfulﬁlled
life—until the night a strange man named Geraden comes crashing
through one of her mirrors, on a quest to ﬁnd a champion to save his
kingdom of Mordant from a pervasive evil that threatens the land. Terisa
is no champion. She wields neither magic nor power. And yet, much to her
own surprise, when Geraden begs her to come back with him, she agrees.
Now, in a culture where women are little more than the playthings of
powerful men, in a castle honeycombed with secret passages and clever
traps, in a kingdom threatened from without and within by enemies able
to appear and vanish out of thin air, Terisa must become more than the
pale reﬂection of a person. For the way back to Earth is closed to her. And
the enemies of Mordant will stop at nothing to see her dead.
The Dream-Hunter Sherrilyn Kenyon 2007-02-06 In the ethereal world of
dreams, there are champions who ﬁght to protect the dreamer and there
are demons who prey on them... Arik is such a predator. Condemned by
the gods to live eternity without emotions, Arik can only feel when he's in
the dreams of others. For thousands of years, he's drifted through the
human unconscious, searching for sensation. Now he's ﬁnally found a
dreamer whose vivid mind can ﬁll his emptiness. Dr. Megeara Kaﬁeri
watched her father ruin himself and his reputation as he searched to
prove Atlantis was real. Her deathbed promise to him to salvage his
reputation has now brought her to Greece where she intends to prove
once and for all that the fabled island is right where her father said it was.
But frustration and bad luck dog her every step. Especially the day they
ﬁnd a stranger ﬂoating in the sea. His is a face she's seen many times....
in her dreams. What she doesn't know is that Arik holds more than the
ancient secrets that can help her ﬁnd the mythical isle of Atlantis. He has
made a pact with the god Hades: In exchange for two weeks as a mortal
man, he must return to Olympus with a human soul. Megeara's soul. With
a secret society out to ruin her expedition, and mysterious accidents that
keep threatening her life, Megeara refuses to quit. She knows she's
getting closer to Atlantis and as she does, she stumbles onto the truth of
what Arik really is. For Arik his quest is no longer simple. No human can
know of a Dream-Hunter's existence. His dream of being mortal has
quickly turned into his own nightmare and the only way to save himself
will be to sacriﬁce the very thing he wanted to be human for. The only
question is, will he?
A Man Rides Through Stephen R. Donaldson 2013-10-30 In The Mirror
of Her Dreams, the dazzling ﬁrst volume of Mordant’s Need, New York
Times bestselling author Stephen R. Donaldson introduced us to the richly
imagined world of Mordant, where mirrors are magical portals into places
of beauty and terror. Now, with A Man Rides Through, Donaldson brings
the story of Terisa Morgan to an unforgettable conclusion. . . . Aided by
the powerful magic of Vagel, the evil Arch-Imager, the merciless armies
are marching against the kingdom of Mordant. In its hour of greatest
need, two unlikely champions emerge. One is Geraden, whose inability to
master the simplest skills of Imagery has made him a laughingstock. The
other is Terisa Morgan, transferred to Mordant from a Manhattan
apartment by Geraden’s faulty magic. Together, Geraden and Terisa
discover undreamed-of talents within themselves—talents that make
them more than a match for any Imager . . . including Vagel himself.
Unfortunately, those talents also mark them for death. Branded as
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traitors, they are forced to ﬂee the castle for their lives. Now, all but
defenseless in a war-torn countryside ravaged by the vilest horrors
Imagery can spawn, Geraden and Terisa must put aside past failures and
ﬁnd the courage to embrace their powers—and their love—before Vagel
can spring his ﬁnal trap.
The Wounded Land Stephen Donaldson 2013-10-03 Thomas Covenant
returns unwillingly to a Land ravaged by four thousand years of Lord
Foul's pestilence. Under the evil Sunbane, the people of the Land submit
to cruel sacriﬁces; the rulers of Revelstone are corrupt, the ﬁelds and
forests laid waste; the healing Earth-power impotent. Accompanied by a
woman from his own world, Covenant begins a new quest to save the
Land from the forces that have all but destroyed it.
Chaos and Order Stephen R. Donaldson 2009-10-21 As the planetoid
Thanatos Minor explodes into atoms, a specially-ﬁtted cruiser escapes the
mass destruction and hurtles into space only a step ahead of hostile
pursuit. On board Trumpet are a handful of bedraggled fugitives from an
outlaw world - old enemies suddenly and violently thrown together in a
desperate bid for survival. Among this unlikely crew of allies are Morn
Hyland, once a UMC cop, now a prisoner to the electrodes implanted in
her brain; her son, Davies, "force-grown" to adulthood by the alien
Amnion and struggling to understand his true identity; the amoral space
buccaneer Nick Succorso, whose most daring act of piracy could be his
last; and Angus Thermopyle, unstoppable cyborg struggling to wrest
control of his own mind from his UMC programmers.
Fatal Revenant Stephen R. Donaldson 2007 Linden Avery returns to the
Land in search of her kidnapped mentally ill son, whom she discovers fully
healed and at the side of her believed-dead beloved, Thomas Covenant,
leading an attack on Revelstone.
Mirror of Her Dreams Stephen R. Donaldson 1986-11 The most accessible
tale yet from the creator of the bestselling Thomas Covenant series; a
rich, fully rounded epic of love and lust, power and court politics in a
mythical land.
Upon The Midnight Clear Sherrilyn Kenyon 2007-10-30 Ever think
Scrooge had it right before the ghosts ruined his life? Meet Aidan
O'Conner. At one time he was a world-renowned celebrity who gave freely
of himself and his money without wanting anything in return...until those
around him took without asking. Now Aidan wants nothing of the
world—or anyone who's a part of it. When a stranger appears at his
doorstep, Aidan knows he's seen her before...in his dreams. Born on
Olympus as a goddess, Leta knows nothing of the human world. But a
ruthless enemy has driven her from the world of dreams and into the
home of the only man who can help her: Aidan. Her immortal powers are
derived from human emotions—and his anger is just the fuel she needs to
defend herself... One cold winter's night will change their lives forever...
Trapped together in a brutal winter storm, Aidan and Leta must turn to
the only power capable of saving them—or destroying them both: trust.
Homosexuality in the Ancient World Wayne R. Dynes 1992 This book is a
collection of essays focusing on homosexual behavior in Mesopotamia,
Egypt, Ancient Greece, and Ancient Rome.
Ohio Stephen Markley 2019-06-04 “Extraordinary...beautifully
precise...[an] earnestly ambitious debut.”—The New York Times Book
Review “A wild, angry, and devastating masterpiece of a book.”—NPR “[A]
descendent of the Dickensian ‘social novel’ by way of Jonathan Franzen:
epic ﬁction that lays bare contemporary culture clashes, showing us who
we are and how we got here.”—O, The Oprah Magazine One sweltering
night in 2013, four former high school classmates converge on their
hometown in northeastern Ohio. There’s Bill Ashcraft, a passionate, drugabusing young activist whose ﬂailing ambitions have taken him from
Cambodia to Zuccotti Park to post-BP New Orleans, and now back home
with a mysterious package strapped to the undercarriage of his truck;
Stacey Moore, a doctoral candidate reluctantly confronting her family and
the mother of her best friend and ﬁrst love, whose disappearance spurs
the mystery at the heart of the novel; Dan Eaton, a shy veteran of three
tours in Iraq, home for a dinner date with the high school sweetheart he’s
tried desperately to forget; and the beautiful, fragile Tina Ross, whose
rendezvous with the washed-up captain of the football team triggers the
novel’s shocking climax. Set over the course of a single evening, Ohio
toggles between the perspectives of these unforgettable characters as
they unearth dark secrets, revisit old regrets and uncover—and
compound—bitter betrayals. Before the evening is through, these
narratives converge masterfully to reveal a mystery so dark and shocking
it will take your breath away.
The Runes of the Earth Stephen R. Donaldson 2004-10-14 New York
Times bestselling author Stephen R. Donaldson presents the ﬁrst novel of
the four-volume ﬁnale to the series that’s become a modern fantasy
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classic: The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant. Thomas Covenant lost
everything. Abandoned by his wife and child, sick and alone, he was
transported while unconscious to a magical, dreamlike world called the
Land. Convinced it was all a delusion, Covenant was christened The
Unbeliever by the Land’s inhabitants—but gave his life to save this newfound world he came to regard as precious. Ten years after Covenant’s
death, Linden Avery still mourns for her beloved companion. But a violent
confrontation with Covenant’s son, who is doing the evil Lord Foul’s
bidding, forces her into the Land, where a dark malevolence is about to
unmake the laws of nature—and of life and death itself. It is here that she
comes upon Esmer, son of the Dancers of the Sea, a creature of strange
powers who draws Linden backwards through time to witness Thomas
Covenant’s return to life, and to reinvent the mysterious, dangerous, and
violent history of the Land.
River of Stars Guy Gavriel Kay 2013-04-02 Ren Daiyan was still just a boy
when he took the lives of seven men while guarding an imperial
magistrate of Kitai. That moment on a lonely road changed his life in
entirely unexpected ways, sending him into the forests of Kitai among the
outlaws. From there he emerges years later—and his life changes again,
dramatically, as he moves toward the court and the emperor while war
approaches Kitai from the north. Lin Shan is the daughter of a scholar, his
beloved only child. Educated by him in ways young women never are,
gifted as a songwriter and calligrapher, she ﬁnds herself living a life
suspended between two worlds. Her intelligence captivates an
emperor—and alienates women at court. But when her father’s life is
endangered by the savage politics of the day, Shan must act in ways no
woman ever has. In an empire divided by bitter factions circling an
exquisitely cultured emperor who loves his gardens and his art far more
than the burdens of governing, dramatic events on the northern steppe
alter the balance of power in the world, leading to events no one could
have foretold, under the river of stars.
Lord Foul's Bane Stephen R. Donaldson 2012-05-16 “Covenant is [Stephen
R.] Donaldson's genius!”—The Village Voice He called himself Thomas
Covenant the Unbeliever, because he dared not believe in this strange
alternate world on which he suddenly found himself. Yet the Land
tempted him. He had been sick; now he seemed better than ever before.
Through no fault of his own, he had been outcast, unclean, a pariah. Now
he was regarded as a reincarnation of the Land's greatest hero—Berek
Halfhand—armed with the mystic power of White Gold. That power alone
could protect the Lords of the Land from the ancient evil of the Despiser,
Lord Foul. Except that Covenant had no idea how to use that power. . . .
Mordant's Need, 1. The Mirror of Her Dreams Stephen R. Donaldson 1986
The Mirror of Her Dreams Stephen R. Donaldson 2003-06-01 Geraden, a
mysterious man from a magical kingdom, enters Terisa Morgan's
apartment through a mirror and asks her to come back with him in order
to help save his land from the evil that threatens it. Reprint.
Tower Lord Anthony Ryan 2014-07-01 In Blood Song, Anthony Ryan
introduced readers to “a fascinating world of conﬂicting religions and the
wars fought in the name of those faiths” (Library Journal). Now Ryan’s
epic tale continues as Vaelin Al Sorna discovers that there is no escape
from the call of destiny… “The blood-song rose with an unexpected tune,
a warm hum mingling recognition with an impression of safety. He had a
sense it was welcoming him home.” Vaelin Al Sorna, warrior of the Sixth
Order, called Darkblade, called Hope Killer. The greatest warrior of his
day, and witness to the greatest defeat of his nation: King Janus’s vision of
a Greater Uniﬁed Realm drowned in the blood of brave men ﬁghting for a
cause Vaelin alone knows was forged from a lie. Sick at heart, he comes
home, determined to kill no more. Named Tower Lord of the Northern
Reaches by King Janus’s grateful heir, he can perhaps ﬁnd peace in a
colder, more remote land far from the intrigues of a troubled Realm. But
those gifted with the blood-song are never destined to live a quiet life.
Many died in King Janus’s wars, but many survived, and Vaelin is a target,
not just for those seeking revenge but for those who know what he can
do. The Faith has been sundered, and many have no doubt who their
leader should be. The new King is weak, but his sister is strong. The bloodsong is powerful, rich in warning and guidance in times of trouble, but is
only a fraction of the power available to others who understand more of
its mysteries. Something moves against the Realm, something that
commands mighty forces, and Vaelin will ﬁnd to his great regret that
when faced with annihilation, even the most reluctant hand must
eventually draw a sword.
The Forty Rules of Love Elif Shafak 2010-02-18 In this lyrical, exuberant
tale, acclaimed Turkish author Elif Shafak, author of The Island of Missing
Trees (a Reese's Book Club Pick), incarnates Rumi's timeless message of
love The Forty Rules of Love unfolds two tantalizing parallel
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narratives—one contemporary and the other set in the thirteenth century,
when Rumi encountered his spiritual mentor, the whirling dervish known
as Shams of Tabriz—that together explore the enduring power of Rumi's
work. Ella Rubenstein is forty years old and unhappily married when she
takes a job as a reader for a literary agent. Her ﬁrst assignment is to read
and report on Sweet Blasphemy, a novel written by a man named Aziz
Zahara. Ella is mesmerized by his tale of Shams's search for Rumi and the
dervish's role in transforming the successful but unhappy cleric into a
committed mystic, passionate poet, and advocate of love. She is also
taken with Shams's lessons, or rules, that oﬀer insight into an ancient
philosophy based on the unity of all people and religions, and the
presence of love in each and every one of us. As she reads on, she
realizes that Rumi's story mirrors her own and that Zahara—like
Shams—has come to set her free.
This Day All Gods Die Stephen R. Donaldson 2009-12-09 The Gap series
comes to a shattering climax in a cataclysmic showdown that will mean
either the survival of all humankind . . . or its absorption and annihilation.
Drifting in space, sabotaged by a crewman tainted with an alien mutagen,
the starship Trumpet broadcasts to any ship in range the formula of the
mutagen’s antidote—a drug the United Mining Companies has suppressed
for its own sinister purposes. Aboard the crippled ship, the fugitives and
survivors—Morn Hyland, an ex-UMCP cop, Angus Thermopyle, a newly
freed cyborg, and unwilling saboteur Ciro Vasaczk—must make a
desperate gamble. Pursued by the UMCP ship Punisher, threatened by the
return of an Amnion combat vessel, they will hijack the police craft by any
means necessary—and take it back to Earth.
In My Dreams I Hold a Knife Ashley Winstead 2021-08-03 "[A] mordant
debut novel....examines what it means to covet the lives of others, no
matter the cost."—The New York Times "Tense, twisty, and packed with
shocks."—Riley Sager, New York Times bestselling author of Survive The
Night Six friends. One college reunion. One unsolved murder. Ten years
after graduation, Jessica Miller has planned her triumphant return to her
southern, elite Duquette University, down to the envious whispers that are
sure to follow in her wake. Everyone is going to see the girl she wants
them to see—conﬁdent, beautiful, indiﬀerent. Not the girl she was when
she left campus, back when Heather Shelby's murder fractured
everything, including the tight bond linking the six friends she'd been
closest to since freshman year. But not everyone is ready to move on. Not
everyone left Duquette ten years ago, and not everyone can let Heather's
murder go unsolved. Someone is determined to trap the real killer, to
make the guilty pay. When the six friends are reunited, they will be forced
to confront what happened that night—and the years' worth of secrets
each of them would do anything to keep hidden. Told in racing dual
timelines, with a dark campus setting and a darker look at friendship,
love, obsession, and ambition, In My Dreams I Hold A Knife is an addictive,
propulsive read you won't be able to put down. "Beautiful writing, juicy
secrets, complex female characters, and drumbeat suspense—what more
could you want from a debut thriller?"—Andrea Bartz, author of Reese's
Book Club pick We Were Never Here
The Mirror of Her Dreams Stephen Donaldson 2013-01-24 The daughter of
rich but neglectful parents, Terisa Morgan lives alone in a New York City
apartment, a young woman who has grown to doubt her own existence.
Surrounded by the ﬂat reassurance of mirrors, she leads an unfulﬁlled lifeuntil the night a strange man named Geraden comes crashing through
one of her mirrors, on a quest to ﬁnd a champion to save his kingdom of
Mordant from a pervasive evil that threatens the land. Terisa is no
champion. She wields neither magic nor power. And yet, much to her own
surprise, when Geraden begs her to come back with him, she agrees.Now,
in a culture where women are little more than the playthings of powerful
men, in a castle honeycombed with secret passages and clever traps, in a
kingdom threatened from without and within by enemies able to appear
and vanish out of thin air, Terisa must become more than the pale
reﬂection of a person. For the way back to Earth is closed to her. And the
enemies of Mordant will stop at nothing to see her dead.
Dream Park Larry Niven 2010-05-11 The beginning of a hard sci-ﬁ series,
Deam Park is a visionary science ﬁction classic from Larry Niven and
Steven Barnes A group of pretend adventurers suit up for a campaign
called "The South Seas Treasure Game." As in the early Role Playing
Games, there are Dungeon Masters, warriors, magicians, and thieves. The
diﬀerence? At Dream Park, a futuristic fantasy theme park full of
holographic attractions and the latest in VR technology, they play in an
artiﬁcial enclosure that has been enhanced with special eﬀects,
holograms, actors, and a clever storyline. The players get as close as
possible to truly living their adventure. All's fun and games until a Park
security guard is murdered, a valuable research property is stolen, and all
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evidence points to someone inside the game. The park's head of security,
Alex Griﬃn, joins the game to ﬁnd the killer, but ﬁnds new meaning in the
games he helps keep alive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Rose and the Thorn Michael J. Sullivan 2013-09-17 Two thieves
want answers. Riyria is born... For more than a year Royce Melborn has
tried to forget Gwen DeLancy, the woman who saved him and his partner
Hadrian Blackwater from certain death. Unable to get her out of his mind,
Royce returns to Medford with Hadrian but the two receive a very
diﬀerent reception --- Gwen refuses to see them. The victim of abuse by a
powerful noble, she suspects that Royce will ignore any danger in his
desire for revenge. By turning the thieves away, Gwen hopes to once
more protect them. What she doesn't realize is what the two are capable
of --- but she's about to ﬁnd out. Chronological Order The Crown Tower
(Riyria Chronicles #1) The Rose and the Thorn (Riyria Chronicles #2)
Theft of Swords (Riyria Revelations #1 & #2): contains The Crown
Conspiracy & Avempartha Rise of Empire (Riyria Revelations #3 & #4):
contains Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm Heir of Novron (Riyria
Revelations #5 & #6): contains Wintertide & Percepliquis
the déjà vu Gabrielle Civil 2022-02-22 Gabrielle Civil mines black dreams
and black time to reveal a vibrant archive of black feminist creative
expressions. Emerging from the intersection of pandemic and uprising,
the déjà vu activates forms both new and ancestral, drawing movement,
speech, and lyric essay into performance memoir. As Civil considers
Haitian tourist paintings, dance rituals, race at the movies, black feminist
legacies, and more, she reﬂects on her personal losses and desires,
speculates on black time, and dreams into expansive black life. With
intimacy, humor, and verve, the déjà vu blurs boundaries between
memory, grief, and love; then, now, and the future.

mordants-need-the-mirror-of-her-dreams-a-man-rides-through

The Hob's Bargain Patricia Briggs 2001 To save her village from the
vicious raiders who have massacred her family, Aren of Fallbrook strikes a
dangerous bargain with the Hob, the last of his kind, who exacts a heavy
price on Aren to defend her village. Original.
The Tyrant's Law Daniel Abraham 2013-05-14 The great war cannot be
stopped. The tyrant Geder Palliako had led his nation to war, but every
victory has called forth another conﬂict. Now the greater war spreads out
before him, and he is bent on bringing peace. No matter how many
people he has to kill to do it. Cithrin bel Sarcour, rogue banker of the
Medean Bank, has returned to the fold. Her apprenticeship has placed her
in the path of war, but the greater dangers are the ones in her past and in
her soul. Widowed and disgraced at the heart of the Empire, Clara Kalliam
has become a loyal traitor, defending her nation against itself. And in the
shadows of the world, Captain Marcus Wester tracks an ancient secret
that will change the war in ways not even he can forsee. Return to the
critically acclaimed epic by master storyteller Daniel Abraham, The
Dagger and the Coin. The Dagger and the CoinThe Dragon's PathThe
King's Blood The Tyrant's LawThe Widow's HouseThe Spider's War Writing
as James S. A. Corey (with Ty Franck) The Expanse (soon to be a major
SyFy Channel television series)Leviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's
GateCibola BurnNemesis Games
Daughter of Regals & Other Tales Stephen R. Donaldson 2012-12-31 A
short story collection from the New York Times bestselling
author—available in trade paperback for the ﬁrst time. “Donaldson proves
that he is as adept at the short story as he is at the novel" (Denver Rocky
Mountain News), in this superb collection. The famous outtake from The
Illearth War, “Gilden-Fire,” headlines eight tales of mystics and unicorns,
angels and kings—all written with the dazzling style and imagination that
have made Stephen R. Donaldson one of the top fantasists of the day.
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